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1. Introduction. Let X be a non-singular algebraic variety of
dimension three over the complex num:er field C. A non-singular curve
CX is called exceptional if there exists a variety Y and a morphism

f" X-+Y such that f(C) is a point and that X-C- Y-f(C). A non-singula.r
rational curve CcX is called an (a, b)-curve, if the normal bundle of C can
l:e presented as N/=(2c(a)(R)C)c.(b) with ab. Let C e an exceptional
(a, b)-curve. What value can the pair (a, b) take? By Ando[1] and Naka-
yama[3], the following facts are proved.

(1) (a, b) must satisfy an inequality a+2b--1 and (a, b)(--1, 0).
(2) For every pair (a, b) with a+2b--2, there exist some examples

of exceptional (a, b)-curves.
Then we have a question’ For (a,b) with a+2b=--I and (a,b)

(-1, 0), does there exist an example, of an exceptional (a, b)-curve?
For (a, b)=(--3, 1), some examples are constructed a.nd properties of

(-3, 1)-curves are studies in Laufer[2], Pinkham[4], Reid[5] and Ando[1].
But for b2, no examples are known yet. In this paper, we shall show
that for every pair (a, b) with a+2b=-1 and (a, b)(-1, 0), there exists
an example of an exceptional (a, b)-curve.

2. Construction. Put (a,b)=(--2n-l,n) with n0. We shall
construct a (-2n--l, n)-curve C in an algebraic 3-old X. (Compa,re with
Laufer [2].)

Let U and V e C with coordinates (x, yx, y) and (w, z, z). We con-
struct X by pa.tching U and V by the following transition functions"

Xz xn y+y+ y
ZX-y

It is clear that the curve CX defined by y=y=0 in U and z=z=0
in V is a rational curve with Ic/Ic(2n+l)c(-n) where Ic is a, de-
fining ideal of C in x. We shall show that this (-2n-1, n)-curve C is
exceptional. The first step is to find five holomorphic unctions h, ..., h

XonX. Leth z=x+y+y+ yandh=wz-z=xy+y, handhare
holomorphic functions on X. Since u=h--h=x(2yy+y)+xUo(X, y, y)
can be divided by x, h=zu and h=wu a.re also holomorphic functions on
X. For r0, let
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wz;/ if r is evenfo,r
(Z2ZF_,/ if r is odd.

Inductively, for q>_l let f,=fo hg--( q )f,q-/.
i=o i

Lemma. (--1)- O.
i= i a

Proof. Let r= b-a. Then

E (--1)’- -a-i-.= i a -- (b i) (i--a)
_b!

a! .*o (r--])!’!

--b! (_ly(r)=o.a!r! =o

Let tq,) wzq -t)/h if q+r+ i is even
-. , q +i is odd.

Proof. Note ha t,q-*=t,. Let t=t,. We shall show hat

f,q_.= (--1)- . Note tha when weu =q, we have he claim.

If =0, he above equality rivially holds. I >0, we shall rove this by
hhe induction on . Sineef,q_. =

----t--(k)(--1)-( i)i]=o =o

E Z=o = i

=t+ (-1)-_5
hus we complete he roof.

rivially, f, is a olynomial with resee to , , . 0n the oher
hand by construction, f,(, ,)=q-g+(,, ), where
suitable olynomial. Nseeially, f,o is also a olynomial wih resee, , . hus, h=f, is a holomorhie uneion on X.

Now we have a holomorhie maing h=(h,..., h)" XC
XY&C be he Sgein aeoriaion o h. Since C=h-(0), f(C) is a oint.
We shall show ha X-G Y-f(G). Sinee g is a finite map, and since
every fiber o f is connected, i is enough o show tha. h is finite exee
he origin 0.

Le =@, ..., ) e h(V)-{0}. If -v0, then =v, =/(--v)
and =/(--). hus h-’@) is jus a oint.

Assume --v=0. I =0, then we can derive
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Thus v:/:0. Since h=f,,o=v, we have ow’--z=v, where
[nl / n \

! I.lv if n is even

( o 12]+1)v" ’- if n is odd

and
n v--)/v:/ if n is even

j:0 (2]+1)
fl=

)/ (n)v,__,/v if n is odd.
=0 2]

Since v=v and since v0, we have (a, fl)(0, 0). Thus the equation on
w and z

W Z2 V
1w2n Z V

have at most 2n common solutions. Thus h l-c is finite.
Let v=(v, ..., v) e h(U-V)-{O}. Then w=O. Thus v=y, v=y,

v 2=yy + v, 2yy, and v=y?. Therefore hl--c, is finite.
Thus we have h lx_c is finite. Therefore C is exceptional.
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